
384.8 Wh

TM

SUBLUE
VAPOR
PUMP-JET UNDERWATER SCOOTER

SMART CONNECTIVITY 
& DATA SHARING

Effortlessly link to your smartphone for 
seamless data sharing, including depth, 
temperature, rate of depth change, and 
location information during your aquatic 
journey.

UNLEASH THE POWER WITH 
DETACHABLE BATTERY AND 
REVOLUTIONARY SUPER-FAST 
CHARGING

SCENARIOS

SPECIFICATION

Elevate your underwater escapades with 
the ultimate convenience of a 
detachable battery, boasting a rated 
voltage of 29.6V and an impressive 
13000mAh capacity, providing a 
substantial 384.8Wh of energy. Sublue 
Vapor robust battery not only fuels your 
adventures but also enables the unit to 
run for up to 60 minutes, ensuring 
extended exploration. Prioritizing your 
safety, it comes equipped with protective 
measures against overcharging, 
over-discharge, overcurrent, 
short-circuits, and discharge monitoring. 
Dive into the depths with confidence, 
empowered by innovation and security, 
making every underwater moment 
count. And that's not all – experience 
uninterrupted thrills with our 
cutting-edge Super-Fast Charging 

Share the thrill of underwater exploration with 
your loved ones. Sublue Vapor adds a new 
dimension to family fun, with user-friendly 
controls and adjustable speed settings suitable 
for various ages and skill levels. Experience the 
joy of gliding through underwater landscapes, 
observing marine life, and creating lasting 
memories together.

Family-Friendly Aquatic 
Adventures

Elevate your maritime adventures by 
incorporating Sublue Vapor into your boating or 
yacht excursions. Explore nearby dive sites, 
engage with marine life, and make your time on 
the water truly unforgettable. Whether you're 
swimming alongside your vessel or enjoying a 
unique and exhilarating way to experience the 
aquatic surroundings, the Sublue Vapor 
enhances every moment on the water.

Enhanced Boating and Yacht 
Excursions

Sublue Vapor's rapid depth transition and 
efficient propulsion can be a valuable tool for 
search and rescue operations in aquatic 
environments, ensuring quick and effective 
coverage of large areas.

Search and Rescue Missions

Explore intricate caverns, mysterious caves, and 
captivating shipwrecks with ease using our 
scooter's precision. Elevate your adventures by 
adding underwater exploration to your travels. 
Portable and compact, the Sublue Vapor offers a 
unique perspective on aquatic landscapes 
worldwide, from hidden realms to sunken 
vessels. Adhere to safety guidelines for secure 
and exhilarating journeys.

Discover Depths - Caves, 
Shipwrecks, and More

technology. Charge your device from 0% 
to 85% in just 1 hour, and swiftly reach full 
power from 85% to 100% in a mere 0.5 
hours. Stay fully charged and ready to 
explore the depths in no time, 
immersing yourself in the aquatic 
wonderland.

Lithium Battery

1.5 h
Charging Time TM

www.sublue.com

Tianjin · Shenzhen · Los Angeles

Sales    sales@sublue.com

Service    support@sublue.com

General Inquiries    contact@sublue.com

sublue           subluetech           sublue

Dimensions
Weight
Max Thrust
Depth
Battery Life
Speed
Battery Power
Charging Time
Gears

579x379x273mm
8kg
210Newton
40m
60min
Up to 10km/h
384.8Wh
Standard : 3h      Fast(optional) : 1.5h (0-85% : 1h)
3
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Ready to embark on the ultimate underwater adventure? 
Look no further! Meet the Sublue Vapor, our 
groundbreaking Pump-Jet Sublue Vapor – a compact 
marvel set to transform your aquatic explorations

Fueled by state-of-the-art ALO 2.0 (Active Loop 
Optimization) technology, Sublue Vapor propulsor's 
ingenuity sets unprecedented standards. Outfitted with a 
6-blade impeller and a 12-blade rear guide vane, it 
masterfully translates torque into an exhilarating surge of 
forward momentum, granting you unrivaled control and 
excitement.

EXPERIENCE IT ALL, FROM 
UNDERWATER MARVELS TO SURFACE 
FUN, WITH SUBLUE VAPOR

WHY DISCERNING WATER 
ENTHUSIASTS CHOOSE 
THE SUBLUE VAPOR

UNLEASH EFFORTLESS AQUATIC 
MASTERY WITH STREAMLINED DESIGN

IMMERSIVE LED DISPLAY: 
YOUR UNDERWATER DASHBOARD

Unleashing a maximum thrust of 21kg, 
Sublue Vapor effortlessly propels you 
through water, revealing a realm of 
underwater marvels.

Experience aquatic freedom like never before with Sublue Vapor 
cutting-edge streamlined design – a blend of innovation and 

efficiency that redefines your underwater journey. Our 
spindle-shaped body effortlessly glides through water, while the 

hydrodynamic buoyancy chamber minimizes disruptions, 
enabling you to explore deeper and glide further. Say hello to a 

new level of underwater movement where speed, performance, 
and comfort converge seamlessly.

DYNAMIC SPEED CUSTOMIZATION: 
DIVE INTO THE THRILL ZONE

Experience the pulse-pounding excitement 
of Sublue Vapor customizable speed control, 

propelling you through the depths at your 
desired velocity. Unleash the scooter's rapid 

prowess with three exhilarating speed 
options: 6km/h, 8km/h, and 10km/h. Feel the 

rush as you glide effortlessly or rev up for a 
heart-pounding journey – the choice is yours. 

Immerse yourself in a world of underwater 
wonder, where every surge of speed unlocks 

a new level of aquatic exhilaration. Explore 
the depths on your terms, igniting an 

adrenaline-fueled adventure that leaves a 
trail of unforgettable memories in your wake.

Propulsion Masterpiece

Take charge of your underwater 
exploration with our sophisticated depth 
management system. Sublue Vapor 
customize reachable depths to match 
your skill level, backed by critical alerts 
that notify you when limits are 
approached. Additionally, our intelligent 
over-depth speed limitation ensures a 
controlled descent, optimizing stability 
and safety during deeper dives. Whether 
you're a novice or experienced diver, this 
feature guarantees a secure and enriching 
underwater experience like no other.

Advanced Depth Management 
for a Confident Dive

Embark on underwater exploration with 
utmost confidence, guided by Sublue 
Vapor innovative depth change rate alert 
feature, ensuring both comfort and safety. 
Sudden depth changes can induce 
discomfort or even decompression 
sickness, which is why our system 
empowers you to set a controlled rate of 
depth change while receiving critical alerts 
upon nearing thresholds. With our 
recommended maximum descent speed 
of 18m/min and ascent speed of 9m/min, 
transitions are effortlessly smooth, allowing 
you to fully enjoy depths up to 40m

Optimal Depth Change Rate 
Alert: Seamlessly Navigate 
Depths up to 40m

Bid adieu to fatigued hands! Reduced 
torque ensures a velvety-smooth ride, 
Sublue Vapor guaranteeing that 
weariness never dampens your 
enthusiasm for limitless aquatic 
exploration.

Elevated Comfort

From leisurely glides to exhilarating 
races, Sublue Vapor not only maintains 
unwavering power output at every 
speed but also boasts an astonishing 
maximum thrust of up to 21kg. This dual 
advantage enables you to relish each 
moment without interruption while 
being propelled through water with 
unparalleled force and agility.

Seamless Power and Exceptional 
Thrust

Step into a world of information and control with Sublue Vapor immersive 
LED screen, serving as your underwater dashboard. Stay connected to your 

adventure by easily tracking battery levels, speed, bearing, water temperature, 
and depth. Tailor settings to your liking, ensuring a personalized and enriched 

underwater journey.
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